
Here are a few photos taken during some of my recent lessons. I will try to get some better 
ones. Yesterday morning we had Sudsy, Dan, and Duke in Bitless Bridles with a 70 year old 
beginner rider up, a late 60s recovering from surgery rider, and a younger woman with MS. 
All smiles all around. Just hard for me to teach and photograph so I had to call in "staff" for 
the following. I will send more.
 
We are so happy with this changeover. Thank you for helping us make it happen. I think you 
will be receiving another order soon. Your product is on our "wish list" on our web site.
 

Bruce on Sudsy (Sudsy has always had issues on his nose with hair gone, thus the fuzzy 
noseband. Doesn't change affect of the bridle at all.) 

Sudsy has been in a Bitless for several years, but it took Duke (below) to motivate us further!



Anna on Duke (NARHA Region 1 Horse of the Year 2008!)

Duke was just totally dissatisfied with any bit that was tried in his mouth, so I suggested we 
try The Bitless. I took a spare one I had down, put it on him, jumped on him bareback, and he 
was as happy as could be.

We now have Sudsy (Belgian) and Dan (Spotted Draft), Luke (Halflinger), Duke, Goose, 
Orion, and Firefly using a Bitless every day (and doing some sharing). We are hoping to have 
some more donated shortly so each horse can have his own Bitless Bridle. Baker, Teddy, 
Rocky, and little Tinkerbell are rather jealous.
 
Thank you so much for your generosity! The volunteers are sold on this product, the horses 
are happy, and the instructors are amazed. The riders also feel empowered, because some 
who were not previously allowed to use bridles are now using bridles. Thank you, thank you, 
thank you! I will visit your booth at Equine Affaire in Massachusetts in November.
 
Sincerely,
Nancy Hohmann
 



Hannah on Goose

Hannah is an independent rider who said she felt Goose was more relaxed in the Bitless. A 
twelve year old rider on Duke said after her first ride using the Bitless, "He was much more 
relaxed and responsive. I like this bridle." That from a physically challenged 12 year old!


